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Created with the Personal Edition of HelpNDoc: Full-featured Help generator

AI

 - Fixes (AI) -

· Reset the proper elemental damage type for trap objects in multiple world
chunks that had lost previously saved reference

http://www.helpndoc.com/feature-tour
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Created with the Personal Edition of HelpNDoc: Full-featured Kindle eBooks generator

Graphics & Visuals

 - Graphics / Visuals -

Materials / Shaders / Textures
· Changed Terrain Textures for the terrain in map Excavation Site (C7MES20)
· Changed material of reflective water tile

FX
· Added fx for the Martyr's puke-attack

 - Fixes (GFX) -

· Fixed issue with some world chunks in Lost City beeing culled too soon
· Fixed world geometry clipping issues in Ch5 Bridge; TileID; br_straight04
· Fixed the position of world-border mask tiles in some instances of Med.

Labs (CH1)
· Fixed the rotation of a rare loot chest in Ch4 (see Game World)

http://www.helpndoc.com/feature-tour/create-ebooks-for-amazon-kindle
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Created with the Personal Edition of HelpNDoc: Free Kindle producer

Balancing

 - Balancing -

AI
· Decreased the amount of monsters that appear during the arena "The

Summoning" in the map Lost City
· Decreased the Armor Rating for the "Temple Guardian" (Lost City)
· Decreased the Health Value of the "Temple Guardian" (Lost City)
· Increased the Damage value of the "Temple Guardian" (Lost City)
· Decreased the Armor Rating of the "Martyr" monster
· Decreased the Health value of the "Forsaken Ranger" monster
· Decreased the Health value of the "Cultist" monster
· Decreased the Armor Rating of the "Cultist" monster
· Decreased level modifier value of the "Martyr" monster
· Reduced the max health value for the "Martyr" monster
· Decreased level modifier value of the "Rowdy" monster
· Decreased the level modifier value of the "Cultist" monster
· Decreased the power of the Martyr's suicide attack

Items, Loot & Shops
· Weapons attack rating bonus is now part of the procedural item generation

as with most other properties
· Weapons attack speed is now modified during the procedural item generation

procedure
· Weapon Damage is now modified by the weapon's generated attack speed

Player Character
· Reduced the XP and Shard loss penalties for when the PC dies

http://www.helpndoc.com/feature-tour/create-ebooks-for-amazon-kindle
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Created with the Personal Edition of HelpNDoc: Single source CHM, PDF, DOC and HTML Help creation

Gameplay

 - Fixes (Gameplay) -

Game Settings / Logics
· Fixed an issue with some object reference loss occuring when the player

exits a challenge map (void ritual access) through the arena-end portal

Items / Loot / Shops
· Fixed issue where the player was unable to interact with the "Blinded

Soldier" NPC, located in one of the world chunks for the Armory chapter
· Fixed issue in the Armory chapter where it was not possible to collect the

Scribe's Pencil from one of the storage areas
· Fixed issue with the Painbringer modifier casting corrupted damage info

data blocks

Missions / Bounties
· Fixed issue with the mission "Covert Wretch" targetting the wrong map

http://www.helpndoc.com/help-authoring-tool
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Created with the Personal Edition of HelpNDoc: News and information about help authoring tools and
software

Audio

 - Audio -

· Added more ambient SFX for some tiles/World chunks in Ch5 Bridge

http://www.helpauthoringsoftware.com
http://www.helpauthoringsoftware.com
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Created with the Personal Edition of HelpNDoc: Easily create Help documents

User Interface

 - User Interface -

Hints & Icons
· Pressing the "Bounty Update" hint will now open the Mission/Bounty list

window
· Added a new hint for log updates

 - Fixes (UI) -

· Fixed issue with wrong monster icon beeing displayed when reading the "Fat
Boy" beastiery entry

http://www.helpndoc.com/feature-tour
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Created with the Personal Edition of HelpNDoc: Generate Kindle eBooks with ease

 - Game World -

Missions / Bounties / Arenas
· Added a new arena to Ch4 Crew Quarters, "Reaper's Fountain"
· Added a single new arena to most chapters, called "Corrupted

Vessel" (Corrupted Vessel I - VI). These arenas may drop exquisite items
when completed

World Tiles / Chunks
· Added 6 new world chunks for Ch5 - The Bridge
· Added 3 new world chunks for Ch6 - The Armory
· Added 1 new world chunk for Ch4 - Crew Quarters
· Added more map layout variations for Ch4 - Crew Quarters

 - Fixes (Game World) -

Map/Tiles
· Fixed issue with world clipping in the first Tram Network map (C9M0)
· Added a missing world collider in one of the tiles near the summoning pit

in the map "Lost City", that prevent the player from falling into the pit
· Fixed the collider for the stairs in the Navigator's boss arena (C4M0)

TileID; BossWorld;

World Objects / Items
· Restored missing object reference to some destructibles in 4 map instances

of Ch4 Crew Quarters
· Restored missing object reference to some destructibles in all map

instances of Ch3:1 Armory
· Fixed the rotation of a rare chest in Ch4 - Crew Quarters; TileID;

re_turn05

http://www.helpndoc.com/feature-tour/create-ebooks-for-amazon-kindle
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Created with the Personal Edition of HelpNDoc: Free Kindle producer

Unsorted

 - Unsorted -

Performance & Memory
· Physics-related optimizations done to all world chunks in Ch3:1 Armory
· Physics-related optimizations done to all world chunks in Ch5 The Bridge
· Optimizations done to UI Hint management
· Physics-related optimizations done to all world chunks in Ch4 Crew Quarters
· Physics-related optimizations done to all world chunks in Ch3:0 Maintenance
· Physics-related optimizations done to all world chunks in Ch1 Med. Labs.
· Physics-related optimizations done to all world chunks in Ch2 Oxygen

Processing
· Reflective Water now use a cheaper material (see Graphics & Visuals)

 - Fixes (Unsorted) -

· Fixed another issue with certain databases not beeing located

http://www.helpndoc.com/feature-tour/create-ebooks-for-amazon-kindle
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Created with the Personal Edition of HelpNDoc: Single source CHM, PDF, DOC and HTML Help creation

Known Issues

 - Known Issues -

· (2.25); The Inventory's gear preview camera may sometimes display wrong
items on your character

· (2.25); (Ranged)AI might get stuck while moving to a new position if it is
trying to get some distance between itself and the player's character

· (2.25); Some collectables that are active in the previous map may still be
possible to pick up as the next map is loaded

· (2.25); Changing some of the Game Options while in-game may result in a
crash or bugs; Changes made during the session should wait until a map
transition or game restart before taking effect

· (2.22); Performance: FPS Drops detected when the player kill a monster
summoned by another monster's attack-list.

· (2.12); Playing in full-screen mode at resolution 1680x1050 seem to 'cause
inproper mouse cursor behaviour

 - Fixes (Old Issues) -

· (2.12); Deprecated 29/10/16; The mob count displayed when approaching a
zone portal sometimes show wrong amount of monsters due to some
miscalculation

· (2.22); Fixed 16/10/16; Travel Station: All map locations are available
from the travel station after the game difficulty is increased for the
first time

· (2.22); Fixed 16/10/16; Missions/NPC: All missions are available in Secure
Command after the game difficulty is increased for the first time

· (2.24f1); Fixed 1/10/16; The Drop button in the inventory window is only
visible when a weapon is selected

· (2.24f1); Fixed 10/10/16; Blueprints that are rewarded from mission
completions are not moved to the player's inventory when the mission's
turned in

· (2.23); Fixed 25/9/16 UI: The "Critical Hit Chance" stats holder object
(seen when viewing the Character Profile - Stats Window) always show 0.0
value

· (2.22); Fixed 25/9/16; Items: The "Linh Tux" helmet display wrong item icon
· (2.22); Fixed 16/9/16; Main Menu: If the last known location of a player

character were the map "Secure Command", the "Chapter" text display "-2" as
current chapter

· (2.22); Fixed 11/9/16; Graphics & Visuals: If the player's moving when
starting a monster-execution action the PC's legs will still keep running

· (2.22); Fixed 11/9/16; Graphics & Visuals: The Player Character's torso
sometimes won't start the next animation after an ability has been cast

· (2.22); Fixed 6/9/16; Game Option configs are removed when a new game
version is installed / started for the first time

· (2.12); Fixed 28/7/16; Out-dated Enhancer(NPC/Shop) UI Window
· (2.12); Fixed 28/7/16; Jittery ragdoll physics on the "Brute" monster's

corpse

http://www.helpndoc.com/help-authoring-tool
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Created with the Personal Edition of HelpNDoc: Free Web Help generator

Update Log 2.25

 - Loot Burn Kill Repeat 2.25 -

 Released 30 / 10 / 2016
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http://www.helpndoc.com
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Created with the Personal Edition of HelpNDoc: Full-featured Documentation generator

AI

 - AI -

· The Bile-Pit's collider is now disabled when the trap AI is killed
· Added a new wanderer NPC: "Blinded Soldier"
· Guardians can only spawn as rank "Boss" and "Master"
· Void Walkers can only spawn as rank "Master"

 - Fixes (AI) -

· Fixed issue with the miniboss monster modifier "Knockback" may result in
the monster falling asleep, doing nothing, after casting the attack

· AI can no longer detect the player through the locked door in the
Residential part of C7CargoM0

· Fixed issue with a few corpses located in the SX0 Cargo Bay map beeing able
to speak to the player when interacted with

· AI animators will no longer have reduced playback speed during executions
in case the AI executed was earlier slowed down by an ability or attack

· Fixed issue with the Chief Guardian encountered at the Temple of
Incantation not beeing able to find one of it's attack animations

· Fixed issue with the Lurking Guardian monster not finding one of it's
attack animations

· Fixed issue with the Ember Guardian encountered at the Forsaken Nest, not
finding one of it's attack animations

· Fixed issue with the boss "Lurker" not beeing able to cast it's base attack
"Slash" (C6M0)

http://www.helpndoc.com
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Created with the Personal Edition of HelpNDoc: Easily create EPub books

Graphics & Visuals

 - Graphics / Visuals -

Materials / Shaders / Textures
· Monsters that are killed by toxic damage will now disintegrate
· Minibosses now use a cubemap to emit specular-ish effects in different

colors, depending on the miniboss rank

FX
· Increased the size of some atmospherical / environmental particle systems
· Large blood splatter FX is now played when a BileSpit trap is killed
· Decreased the intensity of the color of some (fog) FX in map

"Cargo" (M7Cargo-1)

Combat
· The Barrage Projectile [Mode:Coated] is now green, to make it easier to

identify as toxic-enhanced

Misc
· Increased the culling distance for some tiles in the first Cargo map

(C7CargoM0)
· Removed a world prop (Destructible) from the Cargo Transfer room in

C7CargoM0, as it got caught by the moving containers and began floating
around in mid-air

 - Fixes (GFX) -

· Removed the shadows that were cast from the Rowdy monster's gear
· Fixed world geometry clipping issue in a Ch4 Tile; TileID: re_crossing01_hr
· Fixed corrupted object rotation of a rare chest found in Ch7 Maintenance;

TileID; mt_turn06_ar
· Repaired broken geometry culling on a single tile in the first Cargo map

(C7CargoM0)
· Fixed issue with alot of projectile objects spawning visible in the game

world on map transition
· Repositioned world border texture in the Lost City map, as some sections

were overlaping the visible world geometry
· Fixed issue with multiple of the Tech's ability FX were playing on Map

Transition
· Fixed the bug where the Cryptic's Entangle-ability mesh would be visible

for a short duration when a new map was successfully loaded
· Fixed issue with the fire not beeing put out when the player starts the

sprinkler system during the "Pyromancer" arena (Ch1. Med Labs)
· Repositioned a button marker FX that was misplaced in the Morgue (Ch0)

http://www.helpndoc.com/feature-tour
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Created with the Personal Edition of HelpNDoc: iPhone web sites made easy

Balancing

 - Balancing -

AI
· Decreased health modifier of the Bile Spit trap
· Slightly decreased the base damage value of the boss, "The

Commander" (C7CargoM2)
· Decreased the base damage value of the fire traps that are active during

the "Commander Encounter" (C7CargoM2)
· Decreased the base damage value of the boss "The Commander"'s Toxic Cloud

attack (Boss C7CargoM2)
· Decreased the base damage ratio of the boss "The Commander"'s Puke attack

(Boss C7CargoM2)
· Decreased the Area of Effect of Toxic Cloud attacks to 3.25 units

( previously set to 4 units )

Items, Loot & Shops
· Increased the cost of Void Rituals, purchaseable from the Archeologist
· Increased the cost of Tome of Skills & Tome of Ability, purchased from Lily

Player Character
· Added Ability DamageMode modifiers for the Tech's "Spikes" ability ( Damage

value will vary depending on selected ability mode )
· Added additional modifier properties to the Cryptic's "Barrage" ability

( Based on selected ability mode )
· Increased the Tier Modifier value of the Cryptic's "Void Warp" ability
· Increased the Tier Modifier value of the Cryptic's "Barrage" ability
· Added ability-mode tooltips for the Cryptic's "Entangle" ability
· Added a new ability mode to the Cryptic's "Entangle" ability
· Increased damage of the Cryptic's "Shuriken" ability ( Pulse mode )
· Increased base damage value of the Cryptic's "Elemental Wall" ability
· Increased the Cryptic's "Elemental Wall" damage modifier ( Determined by

selected ability-mode )
· Added an Ability DamageMode modifier for the Tech's Scrap Junkaton ability
· Added an Ability DamageMode modifier for the Cryptic's Chain-Strike ability

( Damage value will vary depending on selected mode )

Misc
· Increased the amount of oxygen points restored when the player use an

oxygen dispenser

http://www.helpndoc.com/feature-tour/iphone-website-generation
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Created with the Personal Edition of HelpNDoc: Easily create EPub books

Gameplay

 - Gameplay -

Tutorial
· Removed a room in the tutorial-map that was supposed to teach the player

how to execute wounded monsters. A bug prevented the player from executing
the summoned monster, and thus progress could not be made.

Missions / Bounties
· Mission objectives that ask you to collect a specified item will now browse

through your inventory when the objective comes active, to see if you have
already collected any items of the specified type or name

· Some events that may require the progress of a specific mission to be a
certain value, the event may now force the progress of the mission to said
value.

· Removed the mystery-contents, all existing mysteries are now converted to
missions instead

· Removed the Mission Reports that are added to the player's log book after a
mission completion

Combat
· The two miniboss monsters that appear during the arena "Corrupted" in Crew

Quarters now spawn on the hill next to the alien Marker
· Added a new Marker bonus "Piercer", that will temporarily increase the

player's Armor Penetration rating
· Weapons that share the same weapon mesh may now use different Weapon Damage

Types, depending on what projectile was generated for it

Misc
· Increased the duration that the player can't move as the SX0 Cargo map,

C7CargoM1 is loaded, to prevent the player from falling through the world
geometry into the void

 - Fixes (Gameplay) -

Game Settings / Logics
· Repaired broken input settings for the Difficulty/Game completion UI

display
· Fixed issue with the Tutorial mission remaining in the character's mission

list, after completing the tutorial
· Low-Oxygen zones are now disabled properly when the player leaves the area

Combat
· Fixed issue with some environmental traps in Ch2, Ch3 and Ch4 dealing

damage of the wrong elemental type
· Fixed issue with AI suffering from cold/slow-down damage effects beeing

executed in slow-motion, if executed by the player (see AI)
· Fixed issue with the miniboss modifier "Tormentor", that previously would

continue to deal damage to the PC if the monster died while the player
stood inside the area of influence

Items / Loot / Shops
· Blueprints in your inventory will now set the proper tooltip, mentioning

the item can't be consumed if you already know how to craft the assigned

http://www.helpndoc.com/feature-tour
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item of the blueprints, when the player character is reloaded
· Fixed issue with the inventory not beeing refreshed if holstering a

consumable to the quickbar
· Fixed issue with the Void Walker not dropping the Curious Organ when it is

killed

Player Character
· Fixed issue with the Cryptic's "Elemental Wall" ability unlocking two

ability-modes at Tier 1 instead of the single default mode

Missions / Bounties
· Fixed some progress-related issues for the mission "Covert Wretch", if the

player did some mission-related events in wrong order, progress would not
be tracked properly

· Fixed issue with the "Ghost" void bounty not counting the number of void
walkers that are killed by the player

· Fixed issue with the mission "Hunter's Heritage" giving the wrong item
reward

· Fixed issue with Survey Bounties generating invalid map indices
· The mission "Space Bird" is now properly tracking the kill message of "The

Ascendant" boss monster

Misc
· Fixed issue with Void Walker kills not beeing tracked by the Statistics

Counter
· Fixed issue with the Achievment "The Forsaken Fate" not unlocking the "IGSF

Commander" restriction when the player kills the boss "Commander", in
C7CargoM2
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Created with the Personal Edition of HelpNDoc: Free EPub and documentation generator

Audio

 - Audio -

· Optimized some of the audio clips used by monsters are speaking and/or
attacking (see Unsorted)

 - Fixes (Audio) -

· Fixed issue with some environmental audio sources in the Morgue (Ch0)
playing at full volume all the time, ignoring the distance to the player's
audio listener component

http://www.helpndoc.com
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Created with the Personal Edition of HelpNDoc: Free Web Help generator

User Interface

 - User Interface -

Achievment Window
· All achievments have now been sorted under specified Achievment categories
· The progress made on all achievment categories can now be seen by selecting

the category, in the Achievment Window

Bounty Window
· Reputation and Bounty Mark rewards has been added to the Bounty Description

text, that is displayed when selecting a Bounty Contract in the Bounty
Keeper's UI Window

Hints & Icons
· Added new hints on the HUD that show any active buffs or debuffs that are

applied on your character
· The mission objective toolbar (right-center on screen) will now be highlit

for a short period of time when an arena or mission objective was updated
with new information

· Increased the text size of the auto-loot items, visible if your character
automaticly collects plasma charges or Shards

Main Menu
· Removed the ability-preview in the Character Creation window and replaced

it with a list of the character's starting attributes
· New class descriptions are added when selecting a new player class from the

Character Creation window

Shop Window
· The cost to repair all your gear is now visible in the selection window

UI Message Box
· A new message will appear each time you learn a new item blueprint
· A message will appear in the UI message box whenever you collect a new log,

com signal, email or beastiery sample

Common Stats Display (Inventory Window)
· Removed "Attack Speed" stats from the inventory stats board
· Added "Critical Hit Damage" stats to the inventory stats board
· Added "Armor Penetration/Piercing stats to the inventory stats board
· Changed icons for the CSD statistics

Game Menu (Esc)
· Added map information / Game statistics in a seperate panel next to the

game menu window

 - Fixes (UI) -

· The "Identify Item" button will no longer be visible if an item that is not
possible to identify is selected (Archeologist's Shop UI)

· Fixed issue with the "Equip Item" button in the Inventory Window not beeing
disabled when selecting some of the non-equipable item

http://www.helpndoc.com
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· The shop price info will now be properly displayed for items that are not
of weapon nor armor type

· Fixed issue with the Bounty Contract icon's not beeing able to find the
desired icon for the five new "Forsaken" contracts (implemented in 2.24f1)

· Fixed issue with the "Holster Item" button in the Inventory window not
placing consumable items in the quickbar when clicked

· Fixed issue with the "Drop Item" button in the Inventory window,
disappearing if the selected item is not of weapon type

· The inventory selection window will now be reset after consuming an item of
Consumable type, if the item was depleted by the last action.

· Fixed issue with the Bounty Window not removing unwanted underscores in the
name of each available bounty

· The text on the uper label field of the Difficulty/Game completion UI
display now fit it's container
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Created with the Personal Edition of HelpNDoc: Easily create CHM Help documents

 - Game World -

Items
· Added a new melee weapon (Common Ranked), "Contaminated Blade"
· Added a new ranged weapon (Common Ranked), "SF Shark MK IV"
· Added a new ranged weapon (Bounty Ranked), "HVPP Ray Cannon"

Missions / Bounties / Arenas
· "Gathering" bounties can no longer target Void Walker monsters (Rare/Unique

monster)
· "Gathering" bounties can no longer target Guardian monsters (Rare/Unique

monster)
· "Observation" bounties can no longer generate with "No Weapon" as preferred

weapon
· Changed name of the mission "Obscurity" to "The Obscure Machine II"
· Added a new mission, "The Obscure Machine I"
· Added a new mission, "The Demiurge"
· Added a new mission, "Missing Visitor"
· Added a new mission, "Free Falling"
· Added a new Arena, "Confinement" (Found in Lost City)
· Progress of the mission "Covert Wretch" is now advanced to objective 16,

even if objective 15 or 14 is not yet completed

Characters
· Created a new (Forsaken) monster, called "Jailer"
· Added a new boss to the Tram Network - Crash Site, "Saboteur"

Logs / Story 
· Added a new lore: "The Demiurge's Log" - 5 fragments
· Added a new lore: "Unknown Species" - 5 fragments

 - Fixes (Game World) -

Missions / Bounties / Arenas
· Fixed corrupted tooltips for some bounties in the "Observation" bounty

category
· Fixed issue with an objective node of "Covert Wretch" sometimes not

updating the mission objective as completed, when reached (C7CargoM1)

Items
· Fixed issue with the weapon "Meat Cannon"'s projectile not beeing visible

when the weapon's fired
· Fixed issue with Trophy Items assigning their inventory tooltips when

loaded on map transitions
· Modified the tooltip of some Trophy Items that were corrupted

Map/Tiles
· Fixed a bug with the door to the Lurker's room in Research Facility (C6M0)

not beeing unlocked when the player has found the key to it
· Repaired a glitch that allowed the player to unlock the same lock of the

Cargo Bay Commander gate multiple times to hack the door
· Fixed issue with the maintenance elevator not moving all the way to the

http://www.helpndoc.com/feature-tour
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bottom position when reset, making it impossible for the player to move on
it

· Fixed issue with the button found inside the room of the visitor not
working

· Fixed missing dialogue references for some NPC's in the Cargo maps
(C7MCargo0, C7MCargo1)

· Removed an undesired map access point from Ch5M1a (Bridge), leading to the
Armory

· Removed an undesired map access point from Ch5M1b (Bridge), leading to the
Armory

· Added a missing door for a tile in Ch5M1 (Bridge); TileID; br_deadEnd02
· Added missing doors for a tile in Ch4M2a (Crew Quarters); TileID;

re02_strQ12c
· Removed a single room from the Tutorial map (see Gameplay)
· Fixed issue with loot objects spawning at wrong positions and in mid-air in

a tile of Ch3. Maintenance; TileID; mt_turn08_hr
· Removed an invisible wall that unintentionally blocked the player's path in

Crew Quarters; TileID; re_turn08_hr
· Fixed issue with some monsters falling through the world floor instantly

after beeing spawned in Crew Quarters; TileID; re_turn08_hr
· Fixed an issue in the map "Excavation Site 2-0", where the player could

become trapped behind a invisible wall near the location of the key to the
first locked door, if an ability or execution action was performed

· Repaired broken Game Logics in a Med Labs tile; Tile ID; med_turn10_hr
· Removed deprecated content in hidden map "Forsaken Nest"
· Repaired a tile in Crew Quarters that did not combine grouped geometry on

map transition; TileID; re02_triQ11
· Repaired broken Pathfinding grid system in map Crew Quarters (C4M2-2)

World Objects / Items
· Increased rotation speed of the cargo containers in SX0 Cargo map to avoid

them moving inside eachother
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Created with the Personal Edition of HelpNDoc: Easily create Web Help sites

Unsorted

 - Unsorted -

Performance & Memory
· Removed a massive amount of deprecated and/or obsolete log entries
· Removed deprecated assets that were used in the boss arena of the mission

"Space Bird" (Ch5 mission), that had broken code references
· Removed deprecated monster models, textures and materials
· Added missing components required for world object culling in Ch4. Crew

Quarters (C4M2-1)
· Changed Audio Compression Format on some monster-related SFX to ADPCM
· Physics related optimizations done to C7CargoM0 & C7CargoM1
· Physics related optimizations done to C7LostCityM0
· Physics related optimizations done to some world tiles in C4 Crew Quarters
· Optimized AI attack behaviours

Misc
· Removed the collider of the Cryptic's Elemental Wall "Malfunction"-mode, as

the collider made nearby AI confused and could also block both AI and the
player

· Changed the name of some Com Signal entries (Log book) in order for them to
be more uniform

 - Fixes (Unsorted) -

· Fixed issue with the Zone Portal between map C7Cargo0 to C7Cargo1 not
reassembleing any persistent objects, resulting in some of them
disappearing post map-transition

· Fixed issue with corrupted Item Icon packages
· Fixed issue with the player's blueprints-list not beeing saved
· Repaired broken logic of database manager when validating the databases of

older game versions on game update - Changes done to mission objectives
since the previous version were not updated with the new data as required

http://www.helpndoc.com/feature-tour
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Known Issues

 - Known Issues -

· (2.25); (Ranged)AI might get stuck while moving to a new position if it is
trying to get some distance between itself and the player's character

· (2.25); Some collectables that are active in the previous map may still be
possible to pick up as the next map is loaded

· (2.25); Some environment traps in Ch1 Med Labs and Ch5 Bridge, deal wrong
damage types

· (2.25); Changing some of the Game Options while in-game may result in a
crash or bugs; Changes made during the session should wait until a map
transition or game restart before taking effect

· (2.22); Performance: FPS Drops detected when the player kill a monster
summoned by another monster's attack-list.

· (2.12); Playing in full-screen mode at resolution 1680x1050 seem to 'cause
inproper mouse cursor behaviour

 - Fixes (Old Issues) -

· (2.12); Deprecated 29/10/16; The mob count displayed when approaching a
zone portal sometimes show wrong amount of monsters due to some
miscalculation

· (2.22); Fixed 16/10/16; Travel Station: All map locations are available
from the travel station after the game difficulty is increased for the
first time

· (2.22); Fixed 16/10/16; Missions/NPC: All missions are available in Secure
Command after the game difficulty is increased for the first time

· (2.24f1); Fixed 1/10/16; The Drop button in the inventory window is only
visible when a weapon is selected

· (2.24f1); Fixed 10/10/16; Blueprints that are rewarded from mission
completions are not moved to the player's inventory when the mission's
turned in

· (2.23); Fixed 25/9/16 UI: The "Critical Hit Chance" stats holder object
(seen when viewing the Character Profile - Stats Window) always show 0.0
value

· (2.22); Fixed 25/9/16; Items: The "Linh Tux" helmet display wrong item icon
· (2.22); Fixed 16/9/16; Main Menu: If the last known location of a player

character were the map "Secure Command", the "Chapter" text display "-2" as
current chapter

· (2.22); Fixed 11/9/16; Graphics & Visuals: If the player's moving when
starting a monster-execution action the PC's legs will still keep running

· (2.22); Fixed 11/9/16; Graphics & Visuals: The Player Character's torso
sometimes won't start the next animation after an ability has been cast

· (2.22); Fixed 6/9/16; Game Option configs are removed when a new game
version is installed / started for the first time

· (2.12); Fixed 28/7/16; Out-dated Enhancer(NPC/Shop) UI Window
· (2.12); Fixed 28/7/16; Jittery ragdoll physics on the "Brute" monster's

corpse
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Graphics & Visuals

 - Graphics / Visuals -

Materials, Textures, Models
· Added new sprites for the icons of Bounty contracts

 - Fixes (GFX) -

· Repaired some broken FX for various projectile objects
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Balancing

 - Balancing -

AI - Monsters/Traps
· Decreased the (health value) level modifier of the Bile Pit trap, based on

level

Items & Loot
· Decreased the plasma fuel cost of the Laser Gun significantly

Player Character & Abilities
· The Tech's Scrap Junkaton ability's "Flamenado" mode now does increased

damage, compared to it's default mode "Cutting Sinews"
· Increased the "Frighten" effect chance of the Tech's Drone ability's

"Jazzbot" mode
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Gameplay

 - Gameplay -

Bounties
· Updated the Survey bounty type, the bounty will now also spawn a miniboss

as the player reach the survey probe
· Added five new bounty contracts, all with relatively high value rewards:

-Unguarded: Kill x no. of Forsaken Guardians
-Ghost: Kill x no. of Void Walkers
-Challenger: Complete a Forsaken Challenge mission
-Pit: Survive x no. of Forsaken Voids
-(Void)Massacre: Kill x no. of Forsaken fighters

·

Items
· Improved collision testing for the Beam projectiles, ( Projectiles that are

fired from flamethrowers, laser guns, etc. )

 - Fixes (Gameplay) -

Unsorted
· Fixed issue with most of the doors in the Armory-chapter maps pushing the

player up into the air when opened

Bounties
· Fixed issue with Survey Bounties pointing to non-valid locations

Items, Loot
· Fixed issue with Tome of Skill and Tome of Ability beeing stackable, which

they should not be.
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Audio

 - Audio -

· Changed the SFX that plays when the Tech's Gunbot ability drone fires it's
gun

 - Fixes (Audio) -

· Fixed issue with the Tech's "Jazzbot" ability (Drone enhancement) not
stopping the music it plays when the bot self-destructs

http://www.helpndoc.com/feature-tour
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User Interface

 - User Interface -

Bounty & Mission Windows
· Increased the text size in the Bounty Tooltip panel (Seen when hovering

your mouse cursor over a bounty contract in the Mission UI Window)
· By hovering your mouse cursor over the rewarded item's icon in the Mission

Window, the item's name will be displayed

Misc.
· Combat Tracker text "Staggered" has been changed to "Execute(F)"
· Combat Tracker "Armor Break" has been changed to "Armor Corroded"

Shop Window
· Added more obvious shop price info for the currently selected item

 - Fixes (UI) -

· Fixed some broken icon reference for the Mission Window (Reward panel)
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Unsorted

 - Unsorted -

 - Fixes (Unsorted) -

· Fixed issue with the game data manager not beeing able to locate all
necessary files from disk

· Fixed weird tooltip strings of some Observation-type Bounties
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Known Issues

 - Known Issues -

· (2.22); Travel Station: All map locations are available from the travel
station after the game difficulty is increased for the first time

· (2.22); Missions/NPC: All missions are available in Secure Command after
the game difficulty is increased for the first time

· (2.22); Performance: FPS Drops detected when the player kill a monster
summoned by another monster's attack-list.

· (2.12); Playing in full-screen mode at resolution 1680x1050 seem to 'cause
inproper mouse cursor behaviour

· (2.12); The mob count displayed when approaching a zone portal sometimes
show wrong amount of monsters due to some miscalculation

 - Fixes (Old Issues) -

· (2.23); Fixed 25/9/16 UI: The "Critical Hit Chance" stats holder object
(seen when viewing the Character Profile - Stats Window) always show 0.0
value

· (2.22); Fixed 25/9/16; Items: The "Linh Tux" helmet display wrong item icon
· (2.22); Fixed 16/9/16; Main Menu: If the last known location of a player

character were the map "Secure Command", the "Chapter" text display "-2" as
current chapter

· (2.22); Fixed 11/9/16; Graphics & Visuals: If the player's moving when
starting a monster-execution action the PC's legs will still keep running

· (2.22); Fixed 11/9/16; Graphics & Visuals: The Player Character's torso
sometimes won't start the next animation after an ability has been cast

· (2.22); Fixed 6/9/16; Game Option configs are removed when a new game
version is installed / started for the first time

· (2.12); Fixed 28/7/16; Out-dated Enhancer(NPC/Shop) UI Window
· (2.12); Fixed 28/7/16; Jittery ragdoll physics on the "Brute" monster's

corpse
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Graphics & Visuals

 - Graphics / Visuals -

 - Fixes (GFX) -

· Fixed issue with the projectiles of the Tech's ability "Spikes" spawning in
mid-air as the game loads a new map
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Gameplay

 - Gameplay -

Items / Item Management
· It's now possible to flag items in your possession as a favourite item.

This could come in handy if you want to be able to identify the item as
something that should not be sold when visiting shops as an example. To
flag the item you press the new Heart icon in the uper section of the
Inventory UI Window

· Continuous/Beam Projectiles no longer use particle collisions for hit
detection as it felt as the hits were too inaccurate.

Misc.
· Created a new map that contain a more detailed game tutorial.

 - Fixes (Gameplay) -

Combat & Loot
· Fixed issue with the Cryptic's ability "Frost Spike's" not setting the

accurate effect duration and damage on impact
· Fixed issue where the player would buy a Void Ritual from the Archeologist,

but the NPC would not open a Forsaken Void Portal
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User Interface

 - User Interface -

MSG Box
· A message is now displayed if a NPC drops an item for you as a mission

reward

Inventory Window
· It's now possible to mark items as favorite's (see Gameplay;2.24)

Main Menu
· Changed the label of the "Select Profile" button, it now says "Load

Selected Profile" instead in hope of it beeing more clear.

 - Fixes (UI) -

· Fixed issue with the shop window not refreshing the player's Shards value
when repairing items

· The Dialogue Window will now reset the scroll view and return to the top of
the window when re-opened
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 - Game World -

Items
· New (Common) Weapon: Laser Gun; Continuous/Beam Projectile; Fire elemental
· New (Bounty) Weapon: Coilgun; Continuous/Beam Projectile; Shock elemental

 - Fixes (Game World) -

Map/Tiles
· Repaired broken world colliders in a tile of Ch4. Crew Quarters; TileID;

re_straight03
· Lowered the position of a corpse in Ch3;2. Armory; TileID; ca00_endQ14b,

that were floating in mid-air
· Fixed issue with a ventilation hatch in Ch3;2. Armory; TileID;

ca00_endQ14b, that spawned monsters with a body size that could not
possibly fit inside the vent.

· Fixed an issue with the falling debris in Ch3;2. Armory; TileID;
ca_straight01 sometimes blocking the path so character's can't pass.
The falling debris are now moved to an object layer that does not register
collision from character colliders.
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Unsorted

 - Unsorted -

Misc.
· Added a new console CMD that will print a game log manually. "/

PRINTGAMELOG"
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Known Issues

 - Known Issues -

· (2.22); Travel Station: All map locations are available from the travel
station after the game difficulty is increased for the first time

· (2.22); Missions/NPC: All missions are available in Secure Command after
the game difficulty is increased for the first time

· (2.22); Performance: FPS Drops detected when the player kill a monster
summoned by another monster's attack-list.

· (2.12); Playing in full-screen mode at resolution 1680x1050 seem to 'cause
inproper mouse cursor behaviour

· (2.12); The mob count displayed when approaching a zone portal sometimes
show wrong amount of monsters due to some miscalculation

 - Fixes (Old Issues) -

· (2.23); Fixed 25/9/16 UI: The "Critical Hit Chance" stats holder object
(seen when viewing the Character Profile - Stats Window) always show 0.0
value

· (2.22); Fixed 25/9/16; Items: The "Linh Tux" helmet display wrong item icon
· (2.22); Fixed 16/9/16; Main Menu: If the last known location of a player

character were the map "Secure Command", the "Chapter" text display "-2" as
current chapter

· (2.22); Fixed 11/9/16; Graphics & Visuals: If the player's moving when
starting a monster-execution action the PC's legs will still keep running

· (2.22); Fixed 11/9/16; Graphics & Visuals: The Player Character's torso
sometimes won't start the next animation after an ability has been cast

· (2.22); Fixed 6/9/16; Game Option configs are removed when a new game
version is installed / started for the first time

· (2.12); Fixed 28/7/16; Out-dated Enhancer(NPC/Shop) UI Window
· (2.12); Fixed 28/7/16; Jittery ragdoll physics on the "Brute" monster's

corpse
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Graphics & Visuals

 - Graphics / Visuals -

Combat
· Added weapon swing effects for most of the melee-type weapons, and for some

of the monsters attacks
· Pulse projectiles have been modified, earlier versions of the projectile

used outdated particle systems
· Greatly decreased the chance of an execution action to trigger a slow-

motion effect

World
· Added Atmospherical effects for each map in the game, the effects are

possible to disable from the Game Options menu if they're not desired

 - Fixes (GFX) -

· The player character will now stop animating if an AI stuns the PC while
moving (see Known Issues;v2.23)

· The player character will now stop animating the legs while executing a
monster, if the execution began while the PC was moving (see Known
Issues;v2.23)

· Fixed issue with the player character's animation speed sometimes beeing
too fast short after the player has resurrected from death

· Fixed issue with the player character's animation speed not beeing reset to
default value after an ability has been cast

· The fog beneath the final room in Ch4 Crew Quarters no longer clip through
the steel beams below the plasma bridge

· The guards in Secure Command will now highlight as all other interactable
NPC's when approached by the player
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Balancing

 - Balancing -

Player Character
· Increased attack rating value modifier for the Dexterity and Agility skills
· Increased the Damage Effect chance of the Cryptic's Elemental Wall ability
· Cryptic's ability "Chain Strike" will now 'cause enemies to get slowed if

enhanced by frost, knock back if enhanced by fire and a DPS effect might be
cast if the ability's enhanced by shock elemental

· Tech's ability "Sting Grenade" now cast more consistent elemental DPS
effects

· Added a new skill called "Ability Efficiency", the skill mainly determines
your abillity power output but will also increase damage effect chances,
damage ratios and damage effect durations aswell. All player classes start
with a Ability Efficiency at 100%

· Decreased the monster level multiplier depending on the selected Game
Difficulty mode

Items / Loot
· Greatly increased the drop rate of Void Crystal material when looting rare

chests
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Gameplay

 - Gameplay -

Items / Loot
· Rare chests, bosses and minibosses may now drop exquisite consumable items
· Added a new item modifier: "Penetrating", that enhance the Armor Piercing

values of the targetted weapon
· Items that are rewarded by mission completions are no longer randomized,

they are also more useful items (in general) now

General
· It's now possible to craft unique items by speaking to the Engineer in

Secure Command, but you'll need to provide him with blueprints and
materials

· Created a NPC dialogue database to hold a greater variety of NPC dialogues
· Added a new character skill called "Ability Efficiency", that determine the

overall power of your abilities (see Balancing)

 - Fixes (Gameplay) -

Combat & Loot
· Fixed issue in the PIG(Item Generator) that prevented some exquisite-rated

items from generating proper values for it's attached Item Modifiers
· Fixed truck loads of elemental damage-related issues and miss-calculations

in the player ability classes
· Fixed issue with the Void Walker not beeing able to drop the Void Walker

sample when killed
· Repaired the void-ritual item that can be purchased from the Archeologist

merchant in Secure Command
· Fixed issue were the player character no longer would listen to input/

control calls after casting the Cryptic's ability "Barrage" and the barrage
did not find any suitable targets

· Fixed issue with the Tech's "Proximity Mine" ability sometimes throwing
mines to locations that will have it end up stuck in mid-air

http://www.helpndoc.com
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Audio

 - Audio -

· Field Repair kits now play the item-repair sound effect when consumed

 - Fixes (Audio) -

· Added missing audio clip to the plasma beam in Ch2 Oxygen Processing; Tile
ID; ox_straight04
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User Interface

 - User Interface -

Quickbar & Game Menu
· Changed some of the icons for the quickbar menu items
· Added tooltips for each quickbar menu item to describe which UI window the

button will open

Character Profile Window
· Rearranged the window's button layout
· Each stats-row now take less space
· All player skills, attributes and vitals now have descriptions that can be

viewed by pressing the question mark on the stats-row

Travel Station Window
· All locations marked on the travel station display have received a new

affix to identify the chapter index
· Rearranged the travel station window so that all locations now fit in the

window without scrolling
· Added a map preview image for each destination you can travel to with the

Travel Station, for easier recognition
· The World Info panel in the Travel Station UI Window now view the

recommended player level for the selected destination

NPC Dialogue Window
· The dialogue will no longer close by itself
· Made the dialogue window larger and also enlarged the text content of the

UI element

Message Box
· A message is now seen when a miniboss or boss monster notice the player

UI Hints & Icons
· Changed the text shown in the Mission Update hint when displayed
· Improved the cooldown icons in the quickbar and inventory windows and also

changed their color to make them stand out more
· Added missing enhancement icons for the Soldier's "Bruiser" ability

CMD Input
· Resized the element and moved it to the center of the screen
· Added an UI submit button, you can still submit by pressing your Retur key

though
· All CMD's now leave a message trail in the UI Message Box to notify the

player that the command was either valid or invalid aswell as what effect
it had

· All commands are now required to be entered with uper-case letters for them
to work

 - Fixes (UI) -

· Fixed issue in the shop window, when selling an item from the player's
inventory it would instead of beeing removed from the inventory actually be
duplicated and purchased
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· Fixed issue with various UI elements occassionally getting selected or used
when moving the player character (colliding input's for UI and PC)

· Optimized alot of UI related code in order prevent unnecessary memory
allocations

· The "Armory" tab in the Travel Station UI Window no longer display wrong
chapter name

· Changed the Difficulty-identifier icon (Moderate & Hard difficulties)
displayed on the Main/Play screen to the correct ones as of 4.222 (See UI;
4.222)

· Fixed issue with the Mission Update/Completion hint not fitting it's text
inside the hint label

· Main Menu: Fixed issue with the "Chapter" label in the main menu sometimes
referring to negative digits instead of actual chapter names (see Known
Issues; v4.222)
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 - Game World -

Items
· Added a second tooltip to each trophy/key item, the tooltip shown will be

determined by the item's "identified" state
· Added a new Consumable, "Tome of Skills", that will give the player a bonus

skill point to spend on a skill of his/hers choice
· Added a new Consumable, "Tome of Ability", that will grant the player a

bonus ability point
· Added a new Consumable, "Plasma Cartridge", that allow the player to

manually refill the Weapon plasma fuel vital.
· Added a new Consumable type "Blueprint". The blueprint will allow the

player to craft specific items if there's enough materials for it to be
crafted

· New craftable weapon (Exquisite): Destroyer's Axe

 - Fixes (Game World) -

Map/Tiles
· Fixed issue with some crates blocking the path to the zone portal leading

to Tram Network from Ch4 Crew Quarters; Tile ID; re_crossing01_hr
· Fixed issue with a stair rail floating in mid-air in the Tram Network zone

portal that can be found in Ch4 Crew Quarters; Tile ID; re_crossing01_hr
· Fixed broken reference to a particle system belonging to the plasma bridge

in the final room of Ch4 Crew Quarters; Tile ID; re02_endPortal
· Added missing material reference to a projector screen found in Ch4 Crew

Quarters; Tile ID; re_triway04
· Fixed 6 instances of broken reference to a particle system rendering a

plasma beam in Ch3 Maintenance, Tile ID's; 
mt_crossing06;mt01_turQ06A;mt00_turQ06B;mt_straight04;mt_straight03_ar;mt_s
traight06

· Removed deprecated game logics from the Electrician's Arena tile in Ch3
Maintenance; Tile ID; mt00_turQ06B

· AI will no longer chase you if the bridge is not activated and the AI's on
the other side Ch3 Maintenance; Tile ID; mt_straight06

· Replaced deprecated particle systems in the boss room of Ch3:2 Armory; Tile
ID; ca01_endQ15

· Replaced deprecated particle systems in Ch2 Oxygen Processing; Tile ID;
ox_straight04

· Repaired obsolete game logics in the "Overhead Crane" arena found at Cargo
Bay; Tile ID; Tile_Utility02

· Fixed issue with AI spawning outside the Map Bounds; Ch3 Maintenance; Tile
ID; mt_crossing09
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Unsorted

 - Unsorted -

Game Settings
· Enemy Health Bars are now enabled by default (Game Options)
· It's now possible to set the message stay time for UI messages that appear

in the Message Box at runtime (Game Options)
· It's now possible to toggle atmospherical/foreground particle system

effects (Game Options)

Misc.
· The Version Controller will now re-direct the player to the new LBKR

website instead of the obsolete one, in case there's a new game version
available

· Integrated the LBKR Achievment and Stats system to GameJolt's Game API, for
online highscore lists, session tracking and trophy comparisons

Performance, Memory, File Size
· Removed deprecated particle systems from the POP (Persistent Object Pool)
· Removed unused meshes from the POP
· Removed deprecated Animator Properties in the Player Character controller

and optimized the Player Animator manager object
· Removed unused audio files
· Removed deprecated and/or unused Map assets
· Removed deprecated and/or unused Materials and Shader assets
· Removed deprecated data management code within the (runtime)Mission

Database handler
· Removed deprecated and/or unused UI elements and code assets related to the

Travel Station

CMD Input
· Optimized CMD management
· Added new CMD Input "/HELP"; This will show available CMD's for

troubleshooting
· Added new CMD Input "/PRINTLOCALMARKER"; This will return the nearest world

tile if there are any registered in the active map. Useful for debuging
purposes

· Added new CMD Input "/PRINTMAPBUILDINDEX"; This will return the index of
the active map. Useful for debuging purposes.

 - Fixes (Unsorted) -

· Fixed issue with Mission Database validation post-update, some attributes
would not be created if they did not exist in the previous database
version.

· Fixed issue with the Achievment Database validation post-update, some
achievment; main-node; descriptions would not be refreshed

· Fixed issue with the Game Settings/Options config. file vanishing each time
you install/run a new version of LBKR (see Known Issues;v4.222)
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Known Issues

 - Known Issues -

· (2.23); UI: The "Critical Hit Chance" stats holder object (seen when
viewing the Character Profile - Stats Window) always show 0.0 value

· (4.222); Travel Station: All map locations are available from the travel
station after the game difficulty is increased for the first time

· (4.222); Missions/NPC: All missions are available in Secure Command after
the game difficulty is increased for the first time

· (4.222); Performance: FPS Drops detected when the player kill a monster
summoned by another monster's attack-list.

· (4.222); Items: The "Linh Tux" helmet display wrong item icon
· (4.212); Playing in full-screen mode at resolution 1680x1050 seem to 'cause

inproper mouse cursor behaviour
· (4.211); The mob count displayed when approaching a zone portal sometimes

show wrong amount of monsters due to some miscalculation

 - Fixes (Old Issues) -

· (4.222); Fixed 16/9/16; Main Menu: If the last known location of a player
character were the map "Secure Command", the "Chapter" text display "-2" as
current chapter

· (4.222); Fixed 11/9/16; Graphics & Visuals: If the player's moving when
starting a monster-execution action the PC's legs will still keep running

· (4.222); Fixed 11/9/16; Graphics & Visuals: The Player Character's torso
sometimes won't start the next animation after an ability has been cast

· (4.222); Fixed 6/9/16; Game Option configs are removed when a new game
version is installed / started for the first time

· (4.212); Fixed 28/7/16; Out-dated Enhancer(NPC/Shop) UI Window
· (4.212); Fixed 28/7/16; Jittery ragdoll physics on the "Brute" monster's

corpse
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Created with the Personal Edition of HelpNDoc: iPhone web sites made easy

AI

 - AI -

· Attacks: Added a new monster attack called "Meteor Rain", that will have
the AI cast meteors that deal a specified elemental damage

· Attacks: "Chief Guardian" monster in the map "Forsaken Peak - Temple of
Incantation" now have the "Bash" attack

· Attacks: "Ember Guardian" monster in the map "Forsaken Nest" now have "Fire
Puke" and "Fire Cloud" attacks

· Attacks: Added the "Bash" attack to the Chief Guardian monster in the map
"Forsaken Peak - Temple of Incantation" 

· Drone: All drones/bots in the game are now using the same pathfinding
components as any other AI, so they should be much more reliable than
earlier

· Drone: Line of sight for drones are now calculated to stop them from blind-
fireing into walls and such craptasticism

· Behaviour: The Brute monster will no longer escape if severely wounded
· Behaviour: The Slasher monster can no longer be scared by the player's

abilities
· Behaviour: The Void Walker monster can no longer be scared nor will it try

to escape if severely wounded
· Behaviour: The Forsaken Rowdy monster will no longer escape nor can it be

scared by the player
· Behaviour: The Forsaken Conjurer monster can no longer be scared by the

player's abilities
· Allies: The Enhancer was renamed to "The Archeologist"
· Modifiers: Monsters of "Champion" ranking are no longer given a secondary

modifier (suffix)

- Fixes -
· Attacks: Fixed issue with the "Minion Summoning" attack sometimes not

beeing able to locate a required particle effect
· Attacks: Fixed issue with the AI's attack "Puke" always dealing toxic

damage over time, even though the attack's elemental type may be other than
poison

· Avoidance: Fixed issue with the AI's obstacle-avoidance not adding the
Slasher, Hypoxia Worker and Thorn monsters to the list of nearby monsters
thus not trying to avoid them.

· Behaviour: Fixed issue with some monsters casting a new attack before the
previous attack has finished

Created with the Personal Edition of HelpNDoc: Write eBooks for the Kindle

Graphics & Visuals

 - Graphics / Visuals -

· FX: Blood splatter is sprayed from Bile Pit traps now when they are taking
damage

· FX: Monsters that die by elementally enhanced damage will pull particle
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systems that emit particles depending on elemental damage type.
· MDL: Created different player character models depending on the selected

class
· MDL: Added missing doors in one of the map layouts of Ch5 The Bridge (C5M1)
· MDL: Increased the size of the Forsaken "Guardian" monsters
· SMT: Added a new overlay texture to the majority of monster character's

materials that is used when the monster die by elemental damage.
· SMT: Added missing texture for the model of the large stone doors in

Forsaken environments
· SMT: Added a unique texture for the "Lurking Guardian" monster in Oxygen

Processing (Ch5)
· SMT: Added a unique texture for the "Ember Guardian" in Forsaken Nest

(Mystery)
· World: Added more detail meshes to the environment of Forsaken Peak ( Void

Challenge )

- Fixes -
· FX: Fixed issue with some particle systems not playing all child fx (eg.

Nox and other suicide-attack monsters blast fx)
· FX: Fixed issue with some missing references for FX systems used when the

player destroys a destructible prop
· World: Fixed a glitch with the Freezer doors moving through each other when

opened inside the covert research lab of Ch1 Med Labs (C1M1) that contain
the dissected Forsaken creature.

Created with the Personal Edition of HelpNDoc: Easy CHM and documentation editor

Balancing

 - Balancing -

· Item Modifiers: Added buff limiters to the "Mending" modifier ( max 40%
chance of action and max 10 % of taken damage converted to health points )

· Item Modifiers: Added buff limiter to the "Reflection" modifier ( max 25%
of taken damage reflected back onto the attacker )

· Item Modifiers: Increased Item Tier modifier value of "Reflection" modifier
( + 0.33 % dmg reflected / Item Tier Rating. additional to the 2.5 % base
value )

· Item Modifiers: Increased base points of elemental DPS caused by the "of
Suffering" item modifier ( 10% of weapon's damage cast as dmg over time )

· Item Modifiers: Increased damage modifier value (per tier) for the "of
Suffering" item modifier ( +2% of weapon's damage per tier )

· Item Modifiers: Item Modifier values are now increased depending on Item
Tier Ranking

· Items/Loot: Increased the drop rate of "Void Crystals" (Material) when
opening a rare chest or killing a Master monster

· Items/Loot: Item properties are now modified depending on Game Difficulty
setting

· Misc: Player Character's Rare Item Find chance skill value is now
multiplied depending on Game Difficulty setting

· Misc: Traps and monster skills are now boosted less individually by Game
Difficulty settings. Instead they will be modified depending on the
difficulty modifier setting. Do note that experienced gained by killing a
monster is also increased and the Loot dropped by chests and from corpses
are modified accordingly.

-Easy: Traps and Monsters spawn with 100% vital and skill values and
ratings

http://www.helpndoc.com
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-Moderate: Traps and monsters spawn with 133 % vital and skill values
and ratings

-Hard: Traps and monsters spawn with 200 % vital and skill values and
ratings

· Combat: Improved the efficiency of the AI's Frost Resistance skill so they
are less likely to freeze by every single frost attack

· Combat: Poison Damage Effect now has a chance to reduce the armor rating of
the monster that was attacked

· Combat: Added Armor Piercing skill to all characters and projectiles that
will make damage/defense calculations ignore some part of the damage and
force it to successfully pierce the target's armor

· Combat: Fixed issue with attacks enhanced by the toxic elemental not always
rolling for a chance of DPS damage effect to be cast

· Combat: All attacks enhanced by the frost elemental now has also hold a
chance to slow down any hit opponents

· Combat: All attacks enhanced by the shock elemental now has a minimum 2 %
chance to mini-stun the target

· Combat: AI attack "Massive Strike" now deal 1% armor piercing damage
· Monster Modifiers: "Haste" will now increase the monster's speed by 33 %

instead of the fixed value of 3 units
· Monster Modifiers: "Perseverant" will now decrease all of the monster's

attack cooldowns by 50 %
· Monster Modifiers: Grenadier modifier projectiles now deal 2.5% armor

piercing damage
· Monster Modifiers: Vengeful modifier now deal 5% armor piercing damage
· Monster Modifiers: Increased the damage radius for the fire-trail of

monsters buffed by the Tormentor modifier
· Monster Modifiers: Increased fire bonus damage buff for monsters buffed by

the Tormentor modifier
· Monster Modifiers: Increased the DPS rate for the fire-trail of monsters

buffed by the Tormentor modifier
· Monster Modifiers: Punisher modifier now deal 1.5% armor piercing damage
· Tech Class: Sligthly decreased the chance to inflict elemental damage with

the Stinger ability
· Tech Class: Improved AI and pathfinding of the Drone ability's Gun-bot

enhancement (see AI)
· Tech Class: Increased the cooldown of the "Interceptor" ability
· Tech Class: Increased the Tier Damage Multiplier value of the "Stinger"

ability
· Tech Class: Decreased the damage inflicted by the Interceptor ability
· Tech Class: GunBot ability now inflict 27% Armor Piercing damage
· Tech Class: CloudBot ability now inflict 5 % Armor Piercing damage
· Cryptic Class: Increased ratio of the DPS effect caused by the "Carrier"

ability
· Cryptic Class: The Barrage ability's default enhancement now has a chance

to inflict the "Bleed" damage effect.
· Soldier Class: Increased the ratio of the DPS effect caused by the

"Bruiser" ability
· Soldier Class: The Ram ability will now provide a bonus to the user's Armor

Piercing buff depending on what enhancement is selected
· AI: Increased intelligence of most ranged monsters
· AI: Increased the armor rating for the Brute monster
· AI: Adjusted elemental resistances of the Brute monster
· AI: Increased the armor rating for the Enforcer monster
· AI: Increased the armor rating for the Commander- & Navigator bosses
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· AI: Increased the armor rating for the Rowdy monster
· AI: Added additional attacks to a boss monster in map "Forsaken Peak" (see

AI)
· AI: Added additional attacks to a boss monster in map "Forsaken Nest" (see

AI)
· Traps: Decreased health base value of the Bile Pit trap

Created with the Personal Edition of HelpNDoc: Easy to use tool to create HTML Help files and Help web sites

Gameplay

 - Gameplay -

· Tech Class: Increased the movement speed of the GunBot (Drone ability
enhancement)

· Tech Class: Rewrote the frost enhancement of the "Spikes" ability. It will
now cast an AoE field wherever it lands

· Mission: Added a new side-mission by the name "Black Bird"
· Mystery: Added a new mystery by the name "Fallen Bird"
· Mystery: Added another fragment to the mystery "The Visitor"
· Mystery: Added an UI message that will appear as the player use the

"Obscure Machine" in Oxygen Processing
· Combat: Implemented execution-style action
· Combat: Added a new damage effect "Bleed" that will inflict damage on it's

target until the target dies. The amount of damage inflicted is determined
by the damage value received by the attack that caused this effect.

· World: The NPC "Lily" is no longer available in the Secure Command, but
acts as a wandering merchant

· World: Any Forsaken Voids you visit are now saved and can be revisited at
any time by having the archeologist perform portal rituals in Secure
Command

· World: Your Bounty Reputation will now be increased with 50 points for each
Marker you've activated in the active map, if you activate them all in one
session.

· World: You will receive 1 - 5 void crystals each time you manage to find
and loot all rare chests that are located in the active map

· NPC: If you aquire a mission from a wandering merchant, the merchant will
now stay at Secure Command until you complete the mission (The merchant's
unique service/shop items can't be purchased while he is located there
though)

· Beastiery: Added entry for "Fatboy", "Mouldy", "Cultist", "Martyr" and
"Guardian" monsters

· Items: Changes made to Damage Names enumeration, this enumeration will now
also provide a small Armor Piercing bonus data loss may occur for some
Bounties

- Unarmed - 0 % AP
- Blunt - 0 % AP
- Explosive - 1.5 % AP
- Edged - 2.5 % AP
- Fine Edged - 5 % AP
- Projectile - 7.5 % AP
- Plasma - 10 % AP

- Fixes -
· Combat: Fixed issue with Flak Projectiles not projecting an AoE
· Fixed broken map reference for the secret zone portal leading to the

Creator's Chamber map

http://www.helpndoc.com/help-authoring-tool
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· Fixed issue with an Enforcer miniboss monster falling through the floor in
Med Labs chapter (C1M1)

· Fixed a glitch with the first fragment of the "Visitor" mystery, where the
player could not actually interact with the dissected Forsaken creature in
Med Labs ( C1M1 ) which is required.

· Fixed issue with xp gain not beein modified depending on game difficulty
setting

· The AI bot summoned by the Tech's "Drone" ability will now respawn at the
same location as the player in case the bot is active when the player dies

· Repaired a corrupted Fragment of the "Cyber Dial" mystery.
· Repaired broken Damage rate calculations of the "Reflection" item modifier

( it generated rates beneath 0.01 %, while the minimum possible value
should be 2.83 % (see Balancing) )

· Repaired broken floor colliders in a triway-corridor tile (Ch1 Med Labs)
· Fixed issue with the doors leading to the room of the "Lockdown" arena (Ch1

Med Labs) remaining locked if the player dies, making the route unreachable
· Fixed issue with the "Destroyer" arena (Ch2 Oxygen Processing) that would

be flagged as completed by only completing the first phase ( out of three )
· Fixed issue with the Mystery "Cyber Dial" not unlocking it's second

fragment once it's discovered by the player
· Fixed a glitch with the Zero-Oxygen zone in Arena "Environmental

Damage" (Ch2 Oxygen Processing) not reactivating the zero-ox zone if the
player dies during the Arena but returns to the room again.

· Repaired broken floor colliders in some tiles of Ch3 Maintenance
· Repaired broken pathfinding grid system in void challenge map Forsaken Peak

( Temple of Incantation )

Created with the Personal Edition of HelpNDoc: Easily create CHM Help documents

Audio

 - Audio -

· Items: A sfx will now be played when you drop/pick up a World Item
· Arena: Added a sound effect that will be played each time you complete an

Arena objective/midpoint
· Music Player: Action music tracks will now continuously play for as long as

the player is inside an arena or near a boss
· World: Added missing ambience and audio effects for some map tiles in Ch5

Bridge

- Fixes -
· Ambience: Fixed issue with some ambient sounds constantly playing at full

volume.

Created with the Personal Edition of HelpNDoc: Free HTML Help documentation generator

User Interface

 - User Interface -

· Main Menu: Added "Enable Gore" toggle that was missing in the Options
window when opening it from the main menu

· Main Menu: It is now possible to display the achievments list from the main
menu

· Main Menu: Changed icon to represent the "Hard" difficulty mode

http://www.helpndoc.com/feature-tour
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· Main Menu: The Character creation panel now contain more info about each
character's abilities to give the player a better overview of the selected
class

· Ability Window: The tech's "Spike" ability's enhancements are now sorted
correctly

· Ability Window: Added missing ability description for the Cryptic's
"Barrage" ability (Enhancement no.1)

· Trackers UI: Changed the power-up skull icon
· Trackers UI: Added combat tracking tooltips that give information on when

critical hits, armor breaks and other combat-related things occur
· Journal Window: World Updates (Special events or hints of certain secrets)

are now logged in the Journal's main panel
· Item Panels: Items of Exquisite rarity ranking will now show up with a

purple background, instead of sharing the color of mythical items
· Item Tooltips: Improved the UI used for the item tooltips
· Shop Window: All Merchant windows are now more similar to the Inventory

window and easier to navigate and read.
· Shop Window: The quick-action hotkey in the shop window (Ctrl+LMB) can now

be used to instantly purchase an item you can afford it.
· Shop Window: The selectable tabs/categories in the shop window will now

adjust the window's background color for easier category identification
· Shop Window: Merged the Archeologist's shop UI window with the default shop

window
· Map Transition: The total amount of secrets aswell as the discovered

secrets count are now displayed when looking at a map entry/exit point
· Map Transition: The total amount of rare chests located in the active map

are now displayed when you are near an entry / exit point
· UI Msg Box: An UI message is printed when you pick up or drop World Items
· UI Msg Box: An UI message will be printed if you try to unlock an item

modifier that you cannot afford at the current time
· UI Msg Box: Implemented Rich Text elements for the text shown in the

message box
· UI Msg Box: A message of any updated mission nodes will be displayed if

calling a manual validation of the mission database file at runtime
· UI Msg Box: Changed the wrong text that was received when activating a

Resurrection Probe, saying "Reconstruction Node". It will now display the
correct name

· Game Menu: Changed icon of the "Options" button
· Game Menu: Changed icon of the "Save Game" button
· Game Menu: Added button "Game Guide" that will open the game guide/manual

in the users web browser
· End Menu: Changed the look of the Game End menu
· General: New Hint icons for increase/decrease UI actions. ( Primarily used

for ability and skill points )

- Fixes -
· Fixed issue with abilities not beeing properly removed from the quick bar

by clicking the "Unequip" button
· Fixed issue with the kill-bonus UI elements intersecting with the

experience bar
· Fixed issue with the "Holster" UI button beeing disabled when pressed in

the inventory window
· Fixed issue with odd decimal and percentage representation seen with some

items in their tooltips
· Fixed issue with UI panel scaling when opening the Options window in-game
· Changed the text of the "Resurrect at Resurrection Probe" in the PC-Death

https://lootburnkillrepeat.wordpress.com/2016/07/29/basics/
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UI Window that was wrong in previous builds

Created with the Personal Edition of HelpNDoc: Easy CHM and documentation editor

Game World

 - Game World -

· Arena: Added indicator targets for the wall panels that can be carried by
the player in the arena "Environmental Damage" (Ch2 Oxygen Processing)

· Arena: Added strobing lights near the Oxygen Dispensers in the
"Environmental Damage" arena room (Ch2 Oxygen Processing)

· Arena: Added a miniboss to the "Environmental Damage" arena (Ch2 Oxygen
Processing)

· Arena: Added FX systems that will emit when the player interacts with an
Oxygen Dispenser during the "Environmental Damage" arena (Ch2 Oxygen
Processing)

· Arena: The blast doors that are closed during the "Space Jam" arena now has
SFX (Ch2 Oxygen Processing)

· Arena: Increased number of monsters that are summoned in the "Space Jam"
arena (Ch2 Oxygen Processing)

· Arena: Added indicator targets for the various objects the player must
gather in the "Assistance" arena (Ch3 Maintenance)

· Arena: Added a rare loot chest for the "Assistance" arena (Ch3 Maintenance)
· Arena: Added rare chests to the arena "The Storage" (Ch3 Maintenance)
· Arena: Increased the number of monsters that spawn in each wave during the

"Assistance" arena (Ch3 Maintenance)
· Arena: There are now a chance for 1 - 3 rare chests in the "Pyromancer"

arena (Ch1 Med Labs)
· Arena: More monsters are now summoned during the Pyromancer arena (Ch1 Med

Labs)
· Arena: Added a second rare chest to arena "Soiled Garden", also the reward

room is now locked until the boss has been killed (Ch4 Crew Quarters)
· Arena: Added a new arena called "Mara's Breed" (Forsaken Nest)
· Arena: Added a new arena called "The Corrupted 43" (Ch4 Crew Quarters)
· World: Created a new sub-chapter (Tram Network)
· World: Added a new void challenge map "Lost City"
· Map/Tiles: Added FX for the oxygen machine in the "Gardener" boss' tile to

help guide the player how to restore oxygen to the room (Ch2 - Oxygen
Processing)

· Map/Tiles: Added indicator target for the explosives required to gain
access to the Navigator's quarters (Ch4 - Crew Quarters)

· Map/Tiles: Added indiciator target for Victor Strauss torso (ChX - Sx0
Cargo Bay)

· Map/Tiles: Added indicator targets for the keys that are scattered around
the level (ChX - Forsaken Nest)

· Monsters: Added a new melee monster "Fat Fly"
· Monsters: Added a new melee/AoE monster "Martyr"
· Monsters: Added a new melee/Summoner monster "Cultist"
· Monsters: Added a new boss "Temple Guardian", found in the challenge map

"Lost City"
· Items: Added a new exquisite item "Linh Tox Cloak", available to purchase

from a wandering merchant
· Items: Added a new unique item "Stone Key", available as a very rare

monster drop and in a rare merchant's inventory

http://www.helpndoc.com
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- Fixes -
· Arena: Fixed a culling issue in the tile of arena "Breaking the Flow" (Ch1

Med Labs)
· Arena: Fixed clipping bug in tile of the arena "Pyromancer" (Ch1 Med Labs)
· Map/Tiles: Fixed issue with blood splatter beeing generated in mid-air (Ch3

Maintenance - Tile ID;mt_triway08)
· Map/Tiles: Fixed issue with AI spawning and/or using a plasma bridge while

it is not activated (Ch3 Maintenance - Tile ID;mt_triway06)
· Map/Tiles: Added missing Masking/Border textures to a world chunk (Ch3

Maintenance - Tile ID;mt_crossing05)
· Map/Tiles: Fixed issue with AI spawning and/or using a plasma bridge while

it is not activated (Ch3 Maintenance - Tile ID;mt_crossing02)
· Map/Tiles: Added a missing world collider to a world chunk (Ch3 Maintenance

- Tile ID;mt_turQ06b)

Created with the Personal Edition of HelpNDoc: Create iPhone web-based documentation

Unsorted

 - Unsorted -

· New official site for Loot Burn Kill Repeat has been created along with a
fully fledged game guide

· The "Cutting-Ranks" bounty no longer log monsters that are killed by traps
(Bounties)

· Changed name of the "Gorefrag Kills" statistic to "Monsters executed" (Game
Stats Tracker / Utility)

· Changed name of the Miniboss modifier "Fast" to "Haste" (AI / Monster
Modifiers) 

· Optimized the code for in-game Door objects that earlier used relatively
heavy API members ( Performance )

· Added toggle for "Combat Trackers" UI option ( Game Settings )

- Fixes -
· Missions from the previously completed difficulty level will no longer

still be in your mission list after changing difficulty
· Game Completion/Difficulty achievments are now unlocked properly
· The "No Gore" option is now functional
· Cleaned up alot of deprecated or obsolete code, objects and interfaces
· Fixed issue with (mission) database validation on game startup after

installing a new version of Loot Burn Kill Repeat.

Created with the Personal Edition of HelpNDoc: Easily create CHM Help documents

Known Issues

 - Known Issues -

· Game Option configs are removed when a new game version is installed /
started for the first time

· Travel Station: All map locations are available from the travel station
after the game difficulty is increased for the first time.

· Missions/NPC: All missions are available in Secure Command after the game

http://www.helpndoc.com/feature-tour/iphone-website-generation
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difficulty is increased for the first time
· Performance: FPS Drops detected when the player kill a monster summoned by

another monster's attack-list.
· Items: The "Linh Tux" helmet display wrong item icon
· Graphics & Visuals: The Player Character's torso sometimes won't start the

next animation after an ability has been cast
· Graphics & Visuals: If the player's moving when starting a monster-

execution action the PC's legs will still keep running
· Main Menu: If the last known location of a player character were the map

"Secure Command", the "Chapter" text display "-2" as current chapter
· Playing in full-screen mode at resolution 1680x1050 seem to 'cause inproper mouse cursor behaviour

(4.212)

· The mob count displayed when approaching a zone portal sometimes show wrong
amount of monsters due to some miscalculation (4.211)

- Fixes -
· Out-dated Enhancer(NPC/Shop) UI Window (4.212) - Fixed 28/7/16

· Jittery ragdoll physics on the "Brute" monster's corpse (4.212) - Fixed 28/7/16

Created with the Personal Edition of HelpNDoc: Easily create PDF Help documents
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Created with the Personal Edition of HelpNDoc: Free PDF documentation generator

AI

 - AI -

· Fixed issue with AI at some occasions not releasing path's claimed from the
path pool

· Replaced (Deprecated) monster "Zombie" with a new swarmer monster called
"Mouldy" (see Game World Updates)

· Fixed issue where the AI sometimes would not activate if the player died,
teleported to the safe zone 

and then returned to the monster zone via the Travel Station

Created with the Personal Edition of HelpNDoc: Easy EPub and documentation editor

Graphics & Visuals

 - Graphics / Visuals -

· MST: Extended the black texture used as a level-border in all Oxygen
Processing levels

· MST: Extended the black texture used as level-border in all Maintenance
levels

· MST: Extended the black texture used as level border in all Residential
levels

· MST: Extended the black texture used as level border in all Bridge levels

· FX: Increased the amount of water flowing out into the waste canals (Oxygen
Processing - Trench overwatch)

· FX: Improved FX used for frost-enhanced explosions

· FX: Improved FX used when frozen monsters are destroyed

· FX: Improved FX for when destroying smaller objects in the game world
(props)

· FX: Tech's "Scrap Junkaton" ability no longer freeze in mid-air if it gets
out of range

· Item: Fixed weird mesh offset for some melée weapons

· Animation: Added gorefrag animations to all monster characters (bosses
excluded)

· UI: Added missing ability enhancement icons for the Tech's "Drone" ability

· UI: Added missing ability enhancement icons for the Tech's "Junkaton"
ability

http://www.helpndoc.com
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· UI: Updated (obsolete)icon for the "Field Kit" item.
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Created with the Personal Edition of HelpNDoc: Easily create HTML Help documents

Balancing

 - Balancing -

· Tech Class: Slightly decreased damage power of the Stinger ability
· Tech Class: Increased cooldown of the Stinger - Dank ability enhancement
· Tech Class: Increased cooldown of the Stinger - Solar ability enhancement

Created with the Personal Edition of HelpNDoc: Full-featured multi-format Help generator

Gameplay

 - Gameplay -

· Items: Decreased velocity of the flamethrower's projectiles along the y-
axis as it had too much impact on collision testing

· Items: Fixed issue with the player's move speed actually increasing when
equiping heavy armor pieces instead of decreasing

· Tech Class: Implemented new "Drone"-ability enhancement "Jazzbot"
· Tech Class: Repaired broken "Drone"-ability enhancement "Gunbot"

Created with the Personal Edition of HelpNDoc: Free Kindle producer

User Interface

 - User Interface -

· Inventory: Added a help-text that is displayed when selecting a consumable
item to notify the player on how the item's used

· Inventory: Fixed issue with some non-upgradeable items beeing flagged as
upgradeable

· Inventory: Fixed issue with some consumable items falsely showing modifier
icons when selected

http://www.helpndoc.com/feature-tour
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Created with the Personal Edition of HelpNDoc: Free EBook and documentation generator

Game World & Tiles

 - Game World & Tiles -

· Removed the (Deprecated)"Zombie" monster, it was actually just remains from
a really old version of LBKR with a completely other setting than the
current on. Also after the attack-system update made in 4.210 it was non-
functional

· Fixed a bug in one tile of the Residential chapter where the player could
fall through the game world if he/she did not jump of an escalator-thingie
in time

· Added a new secret area to the Residential chapter

Created with the Personal Edition of HelpNDoc: Free help authoring environment

Game Logic

 - Game Logic -

· Pathfinding: Repaired obsolete level boundaries for Armory levels
· Pathfinding: Repaired obsolete level boundaries for Oxygen Processing

levels
· Pathfinding: Repaired obsolete level boundaries for Maintenance levels
· Pathfinding: Repaired obsolete level boundaries for Residential levels
· Pathfinding: Repaired obsolete level boundaries for Bridge levels
· Pathfinding: Repaired obsolete level boundaries for all current Void/

Challenge levels
· Pathfinding: Resized pathfinding grid boundaries for one level in

Maintenance chapter
· Pathfinding: Repaired grid system in a level of Oxygen Processing chapter

that contained invalid paths

Created with the Personal Edition of HelpNDoc: Free CHM Help documentation generator

Performance

 - Performance -

· Removed obsolete properties in the AI classes
· Removed obsolete code in the item classes
· Items will no longer save data generated by obsolete code, save files will

have slightly smaller size
· Repaired memory leak occuring each time the player character object is

loaded into a new level

http://www.helpndoc.com
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Created with the Personal Edition of HelpNDoc: Produce electronic books easily

Known Issues

 - Known Issues -

· Playing in full-screen mode at resolution 1680x1050 seem to 'cause inproper mouse cursor behaviour

· Out-dated Enhancer(NPC/Shop) UI Window

· Jittery ragdoll physics on the "Brute" monster's corpse

Created with the Personal Edition of HelpNDoc: Free Kindle producer
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Created with the Personal Edition of HelpNDoc: Generate Kindle eBooks with ease

AI

 - AI -

· Fixed issue with the Corpse component not finding all damage model
datablock indices

· Fixed issue with the AI's Summon-attack that was forcefully trying to
activate certain FX systems even if they did not exist

· Fixed issue with the Cargo Guardian getting stuck when trying to hop on the
energy bridge in her arena

· Fixed Line of sight calculations made by the SpitPit trap so it will no
longer attack unless it can properly see the player character

· Repaired boss rig "The Fallen", the attacks were never restored after the
Attack-system update in 4.210

http://www.helpndoc.com/feature-tour/create-ebooks-for-amazon-kindle
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Created with the Personal Edition of HelpNDoc: News and information about help authoring tools and
software

Graphics & Visuals

 - Graphics / Visuals -

· Tech Class: The "Scrap Junkaton"-ability no longer disappear when stopping,
instead it get stuck in whatever wall or geometry it hit

· MST: New default texture for the player's chest (used when no chest armor
is equiped)

· MST: Added missing texture of the Forsaken Guardian monster

· MST: Added two new chest armor textures

· MST: Extended the black texture used as a level-border in all Med Labs
levels to prevent some nasty clipping issues

· FX: Particle FX for the Nox's "Psycho" attack has been improved

http://www.helpauthoringsoftware.com
http://www.helpauthoringsoftware.com
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Created with the Personal Edition of HelpNDoc: Write EPub books for the iPad

Balancing

 - Balancing -

· Energy amount claimed when killing monsters are now modified depending on
the rank of the monster that was killed

http://www.helpndoc.com/create-epub-ebooks
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Created with the Personal Edition of HelpNDoc: Easily create PDF Help documents

Gameplay

 - Gameplay -

· Bounty: New bounty called "Hangman" added. It is in preparation for an
upcoming execution-action that will be launched with the next major update

· Bounty: Target bounties can no longer generate target character's in
chapter's that the player has not yet reached

· Items: Weapons plasma cost is now determined by the type of projectile
fired instead of weapon (weight) class

· Items: New ranged weapon projectile added called "Beam", currently only
used by the flamethrower

· Items: Fixed a miscalculation in the rotational- and positional offsets for
the unique item "Scribe's Pencil"

· Items: New bounty gear has been created (Armor)

· Items: New basic gear has been created (Armor)

· Interactivity: Added door control buttons outside the Gardener's Garden in
Oxygen Processing to allow the player to get inside again if the character
dies while inside the room

· Traps: Repaired broken Kinetic traps in the Armory chapter levels

· Arena: Removed a rare arena that was obsolete, the tile is now re-designed
and prepared for an upcoming mystery

http://www.helpndoc.com/feature-tour
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Created with the Personal Edition of HelpNDoc: What is a Help Authoring tool?

Game Logic

 - Game Logics -

· Game Logic: Fixed issue with the tutorial for Carried game objects never
appearing when the player collect such an item for the first time.

· Game Logic: Hypoxia zones won't instantly kill the player any longer when
the oxygen levels reach zero, instead the player will take a specified
amount of damage each second until the character either dies or finds an
oxygen container

· Game Logic: Fixed issue with triggered fx objects sometimes not beeing able
to locate attached audio sources, thus not playing the desired audio effect

· Pathfinding: Some level layouts of the MedLabs chapter loaded wrong grid
systems, making the AI's navigating the grid move in a lag-looking way. The
grid caches are now repaired

http://www.helpauthoringsoftware.com
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Created with the Personal Edition of HelpNDoc: Full-featured EPub generator

User Interface

 - User Interface -

· Travel Station: Fixed texture offset of the activity-status field in the
chapter panels

· Travel Station: Changed background texture of the activity-status field

· Log Window: Fixed issue with the "Mission Updates" panel claiming that new
missions are available even when there are none

· Tutorials: Fixed typo in the tutorial hint for "Forsaken Marker" objects

http://www.helpndoc.com/create-epub-ebooks
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Created with the Personal Edition of HelpNDoc: Full-featured Kindle eBooks generator

Known Issues

 - Known Issues -

· Linux: AI seem to enter some kind of mass-hibernation state by random
(Prioritized issue)

· The mob count displayed when approaching a zone portal sometimes show wrong
amount of monsters due to some miscalculation

http://www.helpndoc.com/feature-tour/create-ebooks-for-amazon-kindle
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Created with the Personal Edition of HelpNDoc: Easily create CHM Help documents
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Created with the Personal Edition of HelpNDoc: Create HTML Help, DOC, PDF and print manuals from 1 single
source

AI

 - AI -

· Fixed issue with AI agents triggering platform trackers for the player
character so that the player would start following any platform that the AI
were using

· The AI's default attacks are now serialized instead of generated at
runtime, leaving more control to give different monsters different attack
behaviour, despite the attack beeing of the same type

· Fixed issue with the AI power beam attack continuing even though the AI
casting it has died.

· New boss added, called "The Commander"

http://www.helpndoc.com/help-authoring-tool
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Created with the Personal Edition of HelpNDoc: Generate Kindle eBooks with ease

Graphics & Visuals

 - Graphics / Visuals -

· MST*: Changed shader of the spore infestation objects in order to sort out
clipping issues

· Animations: The player character is now animated correctly when moving,
camera orientation is now added to the direction calculations to allow the
animator to blend the correct animations despite the camera beeing rotated.

· Animations: The player character now use IK targets to ensure all weapons
are held properly when equiped instead of completely relying on animations.

· Animations: Fixed Animation glitches for all Forsaken monsters

· Fixed bug with ragdolls standing in a t-pose when a monster dies

· FX: Improved fx for the Soldier's "Plagued Bash" ability

· FX: Improved fx for the Tech's "Solar Stinger" ability

· FX: Improved post-attack fx for the Tech's "Bile Bomb" ability

· FX: Improved post-attack fx for the Tech's "Pulse Mine" ability

· FX: Fixed issue with Tech's "Junkaton" ability's fx trail sometimes
disappearing

· FX: Improved projectile fx for the Cryptic's "Shock Barrage" ability

· Camera: Decreased overall magnitude of shake effects

· Camera: Added motion blur image effect

· Camera: Added slow motion effect when attaining high multi-kill counts or
leveling up

*MST: Materials, Shaders & Textures

http://www.helpndoc.com/feature-tour/create-ebooks-for-amazon-kindle
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Created with the Personal Edition of HelpNDoc: Full-featured multi-format Help generator

Balancing

 - Balancing -

· AI: Increased generated monster level on higher difficulties

· AI: Miniboss Vengeful modifier has increased in power

· Items: Increased the drop rate of Void Crystal material drops

· Items: Fixed issue with extremely high durability values beeing generated
for high-tier   gear

· Items: Decreased consumable item's points value tier modifier

· Items: Decreased armor defense value's tier modifier

· Items: Mythical items now require void crystals to unlock item modifiers

· Items: Decreased generated material drop stack sizes

· Soldier Class: Increased cooldown of ability "Plagued Bash"

· Soldier Class: Decreased Life-steal ratio of "Plagued Bash"

http://www.helpndoc.com/help-authoring-tool
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Created with the Personal Edition of HelpNDoc: Create HTML Help, DOC, PDF and print manuals from 1 single
source

Gameplay

 - Gameplay -

· Mysteries that are under investigation by the player are now stored in the
player's log book.

· Added a tutorial hint regarding weapon quick swapping

· Added tutorial hint regarding camera input

· Added tutorial hint regarding carried game objects

· New exquisite-classed items has been added, they are much like bounty gear,
more powerful then the ordinary items found in loot or shops, but can only
be aquired through challenges or achievments

· Item Modifiers of items with higher rarity ranking now require materials of
equal rarity ranking as the item the modifier belong to

· Oxygen is now drained alot faster in the Gardener boss arena of Oxygen
Processing

http://www.helpndoc.com/help-authoring-tool
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Created with the Personal Edition of HelpNDoc: iPhone web sites made easy

User Interface

 - User Interface -

· Mission Window: When opened the last tracked quest will no longer be viewed
if the mission has been completed and closed

· Inventory: Fixed issue with material cost text bleeding into item modifier
tooltip text

· Inventory: Increased gear preview camera near-clipping distance to prevent
some gear from not rendering in the preview panel

http://www.helpndoc.com/feature-tour/iphone-website-generation
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Created with the Personal Edition of HelpNDoc: Free EBook and documentation generator

Game World & Tiles

 - Game World & Tiles -

· New hidden levels added

· Created New void challenge mission "The Obscure Machine"

· Created new void challenge mission "Covert Wretch"

· Added three new mysteries

· Fixed the portal leading to the Forsaken Nest levels, it referenced a non-
existing level

· Added beastiery entries for the "Conjurer", "Pawn", "Rowdy", "Ranger",
"Void Walker" and "Bile Pit" monsters

http://www.helpndoc.com
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Created with the Personal Edition of HelpNDoc: What is a Help Authoring tool?

Performance

 - Performance -

· Bloom Image Effect is now possible to toggle on or off from the options
menu

http://www.helpauthoringsoftware.com
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Created with the Personal Edition of HelpNDoc: Create HTML Help, DOC, PDF and print manuals from 1 single
source

Unsorted

 - Unsorted -

· Achievments: Abilities are no longer rewarded for completing achievments

· Journal: A log collectible found in the void level "Forsaken Peak" was
repaired, the target log could not be found in the database due to
identifier error

· Linux:Prepared databases and file management code for linux build

· Settings: Collected mysteries are now properly loaded on startup and added
to the player's mystery tracking list

· Settings: Fixed issue with the game not saving progress of the selected
difficulty mode when the player completes the story

· Game Logics: Fixed a bug that made it possible to gain negative energy
vital values

· Game Logics: Fixed a bug that allowed the player to regenerate health and
energy even when dead

· Game Logics: Achievments database is now properly validated when the game
has been updated with the latest build

· Settings: Fixed issue with some graphic-related game settings not saving
the toggled state when the settings are changed.

http://www.helpndoc.com/help-authoring-tool
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Created with the Personal Edition of HelpNDoc: Free Web Help generator

Known Issues

 - Known Issues -

· AI: Corpse objects are unable to locate all damage model
datablocks ( Fix in 4.211 )

· Game Logic: If the player dies inside the Gardener's Garden in the
Oxygen Processing chapter, there's no way to get back inside the
garden without reloading the chapter. (Fix in 4.211)

· Game Logic: The oxygen levels decrease at rediculous speed in the
Gardener's Garden, rendering the arena near impossible atleast on
Moderate difficulty settings. (Fix in 4.211)

http://www.helpndoc.com
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Created with the Personal Edition of HelpNDoc: Full-featured Documentation generator
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